BEAR IN BLUE
QUICK START GUIDE
Bear in blue is an electric signal distortion unit with a full-bodied
sound, highly controllable state variable filter and dry mixing
output stage. It can be used with a guitar, bass and synthesizers.
All the parameters are designed to have a broad range. One can
find sounds that are harsh and broken, oozing with distortion or
muted and mellow. Aural exploration awaits!

GAIN – The amount of distortion. Low settings are slightly muted
with cleaner sounds in mind.
FREQ – The cutoff frequency of the filter circuit. Filters bandwidth
is around 30Hz to 5kHz with 12dB slope.
Three different filter modes are available.
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LP - Low-pass filter lets through all the
frequencies below the cutoff frequency.
Here you can find your classic synth
lazers and filter buildups.
BP - Band-pass filter lets you hear only a
narrow band of the frequencies. Like a
wah pedal but this one is wider band so
it's perfect for sound sculpting.

High-gain monsterfuzz
sound. Works equally
great with a bass.
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PEAK – With this you can boost the
cutoff frequency set by FREQ -parameter.
At higher settings the filter will selfoscillate so brace yourself. Some modes
are more sensitive than others. At the
edge of oscillation there are dangerously
beautiful things happening.
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HP - High-pass filter lets through all the
frequencies above the cutoff frequency.
Not so common filter in the pedal domain
so for the “something new”, seek here.
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LEVEL – Output level of the effect. At noon it's about unity gain so
there is plenty of room to boost the next gizmo after the pedal.
MIX – Balance between effected signal and buffered dry signal.
At maximum a hint of the effect is present and at minimum it's only
the effect. Powerful tool in dry blending, amp boosting or pedal
stacking.
IN – Standard instrument cable (mono TS-plug 6.3 mm)
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OUT - Standard instrument cable. This jack enables battery power
when connected. Unplugging the jack when the pedal is not in use
will prolong battery life. This unconventional arrangement enables
to use the pedals oscillating filter as a sound source with just one
cable.

Full-on distortion. Find the
balance with MIXparameter for preferred
note articulation.

EXP – Expression pedal input. With a standard TRS-plug
expression pedal you can control the frequency sweep of the filter.
The FREQ -parameter still determines the heel position of the
expression pedal.

MULTIBOOST
Low-gain overdrive. With
LEVEL-parameter over the

12'o clock, the pedal
boosts the next device in
signal chain.

CV – Control voltage input. With a mono 3.5 mm cable you can
control the frequency sweep of the filter from an outside voltage
source ie. standalone sequencer, Eurorack module or LFO-pedal.
The device is optimized from 0 to +5VDC but it will hold up to
+9VDC and isn't scared of negative voltages.
9V – 2.1mm center negative +9VDC power input. The unit can be
powered by a 9V battery. When AC adapter is used the battery is
out of the circuit. The current draw is 16 mA.
FOOT SWITCH – Mechanical true bypass
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